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Find the most suitable route to a city, depending on your preferences, and choose between sightseeing and private use of the most appropriate means of transportation: car, motorcycle, bicycle or on foot. Features: - Directions between 2 or more destinations - Hotels or restaurants (according to address or name) - City landscapes (5-day forecast) - Fuel stations (according to address or name) - Gas stations (according to address or name) - Parking
places (according to address or name) - Cafes (according to address or name) - Transportation means (according to address or name) - Traffic light system - Availability of parking places - Avoid tolls - Avoid congestion charge zones - Cost of fuel (per km or per litre) - Available parking places for cars, motorcycles, bicycles and scooters - Detailed topography (roads and landmarks) - Detailed highways - On-road and off-road directions - Avoidance

of traffic jams - Traffic light system - Wide range of countries, routes and cities to choose from - Search for hotels, restaurants, gas stations, parking places, cafés and other venues - City scale topography, parks and gardens - 5-day forecast - 1.5 meters of height for the user's convenience - Detailed display of routes - Automatic route planning in a quiet city - Detailed country, route and city information - Detailed wind speed and temperature -
Detailed description of climate - Detailed topography - Detailed cities and regions - Detailed climate - Detailed country information - Detailed weather information - Detailed 5-day forecast - Detailed traffic information - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed cities, highways, airports and railways - Detailed routes - Detailed means of transportation - Detailed means of transportation - Detailed maps - Detailed cities, regions and countries -

Detailed countries and routes - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed cities and regions - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed countries - Detailed regions - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed cities, regions and countries - Detailed regions - Detailed regions

ViaMichelin For Windows 8

- Search for the most suitable route from the most convenient starting point to the final destination - Enjoy ViaMichelin's wide range of functionalities, with detailed information about the weather, driving routes, tourist attractions, parking options and eating places. - See the quickest route from one place to another - Switch between cars, car configuration and fuel type - Select from a wide range of geographical maps - Specify the type of starting
point and final destination - Specify the starting point and the final destination - Specify how many miles you want to travel from your starting point - Specify the mode of transportation (car, bike, bus, motorcycle, on foot) - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Select from a wide range of cars, cars configurations, and fuel types - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Get detailed
information about weather, traffic, price and distance of the route. - Specify the starting point and the final destination - Specify how many miles you want to travel from your starting point - Specify the mode of transportation - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Select from a wide range of cars, car configurations, and fuel types - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - See the

fastest route from one place to another - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - See the quickest route from one place to another - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not
you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not you want to avoid tolls - Specify whether or not 81e310abbf
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ViaMichelin for Windows 8 is an easy-to-use and intuitive application that helps you find the most suitable route depending on your preferences. You can specify the type of car you are driving (hatchback, sedan, luxury, family or compact), as well as the type of fuel it is using. Additionally, you get a reminder every 2 hours that you need to take a break so you do not get overwhelmed by tiredness. Once you enter the initial and the destination points,
ViaMichelin for Windows 8 will automatically suggest the most suitable route for you depending on the configuration you have set up. If you travel by car, ViaMichelin for Windows 8 can provide you with the most suitable route depending on the configuration you set up - you can mention if you want to avoid tolls, off-road connections of congestion charge zones. Furthermore, you can use the integrated map to highlight the nearest attractions,
parking places, accommodation or eating venues and gas stations. Additionally, ViaMichelin for Windows 8 provides you with detailed information regarding the weather in the city you are planning to travel to, so you can get the current temperature, wind speed and humidity level. You also get a 5-day forecast for the same region. * Key Features: * One-click route discovery * 2-hour auto-route reminder * 5-day forecast * Weather in any region
(France, Germany, Spain, UK, USA) * Local trip planning (France, Germany, Spain, UK, USA) * Auto-route guided for all possible travel modes (car, bus, taxi) * Weather forecast 5 days in advance (France, Germany, Spain, UK, USA) * Traffic sign support (enabling, permitting, forbidden) * Road network support (national, international) * Long-distance travel (over 200km, over 200 miles) * Premium car model support: LHD, RHD * Premium
bus model support: Regular, Low-floor Twitter for Windows 8 is a free app for accessing, browsing and posting to Twitter. It is optimized for Windows 8 devices like tablets and Smart Phones. It supports the integrated Twitter search, direct from the app with no need for another browser. You can search for Tweets and user names with the integrated search and you can also keep yourself up to date with the latest Tweets by using the app's trending
topics section. The interface is

What's New In ViaMichelin For Windows 8?

ViaMichelin for Windows 8 has been designed to provide you with as much useful information as you need to plan your travel. In addition to the main features, such as: route planning, route optimization, weather forecasting, navigation, etc., the application also provides you with an opportunity to: - calculate the route distance in various modes of transport: car, plane, train, boat, bus, taxi, bike, tram; - make reservations in different restaurants and
find the closest ones in your current position; - search for various attractions, places, accommodation and gas stations in the current region; - keep the current location on the map; - find the address of various places in the current region; - bookmark the most convenient spots along your route. ViaMichelin for Windows 8 is an application that saves you a lot of time and money when you are planning your next holiday. If you need any help, or have
any question, please contact us at [email protected] Key features: - route planning (car, train, bus, plane, taxi, ship, boat, tram, bike); - route optimization (avoiding tolls, congestion fees, off-road connections); - calculation of the route distance in various modes of transport: car, plane, train, bus, taxi, bike, tram; - make reservations in different restaurants and find the closest ones in your current position; - search for various attractions, places,
accommodation and gas stations in the current region; - bookmark the most convenient spots along your route; - find the address of various places in the current region; - keep the current location on the map; - find the position of various points of interest; - show the current location on the map; - calculate the route distance in various modes of transport: car, plane, train, bus, taxi, bike, tram; - navigate, using the Google Map; - weather forecast for the
next 5 days; - 5-day weather forecast for the current region; - calculation of the route distance in various modes of transport: car, train, plane, bus, taxi, bike, tram; - make reservations in different restaurants and find the closest ones in your current position; - search for various attractions, places, accommodation and gas stations in the current region; - bookmark the most convenient spots along your route; - show the current location on the map; -
calculate the route distance in various modes of transport: car, train, plane, bus, taxi, bike, tram; - navigate, using the Google Map; - calculate the route distance in various modes of transport: car, train, plane, bus, taxi, bike, tram; - avoid tolls; - calculate the route distance in various modes of transport: car, train, plane, bus, taxi, bike, tram;
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System Requirements:

Unsupported OS: Minimum OS Requirements: Screenshots: Changelog: DGEE 2.0 Adds support for the HTC Flyer. Adds support for the HTC Vive headset. User Interface is now a bit easier to use and navigate. Known Issues: There are currently a few known issues with the HTC Vive headset on DGEE 2.0. The headset will occasionally stop working if you continue to play while the Vive console is plugged in. This is a known issue and will be
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